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Technology in mining is not only changing all the time, it’s sweeping away traditional methods.

Executive summary

ATI Mining is a software company specialising in tools and utilities to help 
the mining industry offset risk and realise profitability and stability in a rapidly 
evolving market.

1.1 Home

1.1.1 Supertext

ATI is your industry partner to deploy and integrate emerging mining technologies 

and innovations without disrupting your current systems, productivity or profitability.

1.1.2 Text

Our method to help you deploy new technologies is simple;

• Partnership

ATI will work closely with you to reduce the delays and risks of next generation mining 

technology. We can help you reach your goals with out-of-the-box solutions in;

* information management

* demand chain design

* in-pit and rail autonomy

* remote operations

• Mine-in-a-Box™

Our best-in-class product is the result of decades of industry experience in mining, 

oil & gas and manufacturing and will streamline your ICT budget.

• Directors and Consultants

World leaders in their respective fields, our leaders have backgrounds as diverse as;

* industrial automation * process control

* mine engineering * heavy-haul rail

* remote communications * enterprise architecture

* ICT platform design

So whatever your operation’s specific needs, we’ve got you covered.
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1.1.3 Subtext:

ATI is an independent, employee-owned and proudly Australian technology consultancy. With 

offices in Perth (WA) and Brisbane (QLD) we work with the mining industry nationwide, and 

local offices and partnerships in the US, Canada and Indonesia gives us access to the latest 

technologies and methods from around the world.

1.2 ‘Project Type’ value

1.2.1 Concept and Pre-Feasibility Studies

Before a single purchase is made you need detailed, expert advice that goes beyond 

traditional ‘truck and shovel’ planning. ATI’s ‘Quickscan’ concept studies include information 

about emerging technology in continuous surface miners, IPCC and road-trains.

ATI’s expert knowledge will result in a pre-feasibility fleet and equipment plan that won’t 

leave you with unpleasant surprises later.

1.2.2 Greenfields Mining Projects

ATI can design high-performance and scalable ICT platforms with proven results in greenfield 

mining. Our best-in-class product Mine-in-a-Box™, methodologies, and trained consultants 

can provide you with an ICT solution that’s 80% out of the box and includes;

* information management strategy

* operational systems architecture

* project and engineering systems selection and implementation

* communications architecture for construction and operations

1.2.3 Brownfield Mining Expansion

No matter what stage your current operations are at, ATI has the expertise to plan for new 

generation technologies and how they can work with your existing systems cost-effectively.

Timing is critical, and you not only need to save money but minimise the impact on your 

day-to-day operations. ATI’s mining solutions are designed to integrate right into your existing 

ICT environment.

Our best-in-class product Mine-in-a-Box™, methodologies, and trained consultants 

can provide you with an ICT solution that’s 80% out of the box and includes;

* information management strategy * transition planning

* operational systems architecture * migration roadmap

* project and engineering systems selection and implementation

* communications architecture for construction and operations

1.3 ‘Who You Are’ value

1.3.1 General Manager of Operations

You’re focused on reducing costs and getting tonnage to port safely. You need to bring new 

capacity online fast and you understand the value of a single course for expertise about your 

demand chain.

ATI has a range of products to help make it happen.

• Mine in a Box™;

* a single information source ICT platform for your operations.

* scalability to grow and change with your business

*  commodity processes like finance and inventory management as well as modules for 

value-add processes like grade control and condition monitoring.

• ROC-in-a-Box™ Integrated Demand Chain solution;

* optimise your demand chain through horizontal integration

* a single set of comprehensive business metrics

* predict issues and constraints across your demand chain

* reduce production variability

* remote operations support

* fewer on-site staff, reducing fly-in-fly-out and accommodation costs.

• Pit to Port Autonomy

* improved safety performance through automated and unmanned machinery

* decreased cycles times, reduced downtime and better asset activity

* reduce costs because of unplanned maintenance and purchasing

* fewer on-site staff, reducing fly-in-fly-out and accommodation costs

1.3.2 Director Expansion Projects

You’re focused on getting the new project commissioned on time, on budget and with 

a minimum of risk. You need a Technology Design Authority who can plan operational 

systems and communications out-of-the-box and give you the facts about equipment 

and labour costs. And you need a technology infrastructure that ensures no more or less 

than 10% in cost or schedule variables.

ATI’s Pit to Port Autonomy and Remote Operations (ROC-In-a-Box™) will deliver real 

reduction in costs per tonne and ensure uncompromised safety. We can provide your 

expansion project with;

* a reliable scope and estimate study

* best-in-class technology integration design

* scalability as your business grows and changes

* adherence to industry standards 

* tan awareness of your capability from construction to operations

1.3.3 Manager Technology & Innovation

Next generation mining technology can deliver huge savings and added value. 

Their innovative deployment can help solve business problems such as

* tele-operated drilling * operator-assist enabled excavators

* driverless trucks * driverless heavy-haul trains

* remote operations centres * 3D-SCADA

That’s where we come in.



ATI’s Mine in a Box™, ROC-in-a-Box™ and Pit-to-Port Autonomy services can deliver 

the above and more through;

*  proven methodology to figure out the operations issues best suited to new technology

*  an up-to-date knowledge of emerging technologies in mining, oil & gas, military and 

aerospace

*  OEM and Original Technology Manufacturers (OTM) vendor selection thanks to our 

knowledge of future products and experience implementing them

*  development of a technology strategy and implementation roadmap that will deliver 

ROI your board and operational managers will buy into.

1.4 Chief Information Offer

Your focus is on technology-based business support and information management. You’re 

looking for a state-of-the-art ICT architecture with proven solutions you can commission 

according to your demand and operating budgets.

You don’t want to pay people to learn on the job, you want a solution that will reach value 

and generate profits as fast as possible without the risk and cost of large-scale systems 

integration. 

ATI’s Mine in a Box™ offers;

*  a portfolio of information systems that will save you time and money

*  complete coverage from real-time control systems, MES/Operations and ERP

*  complete coverage of business functions from exploration to shipping

*  complete coverage from construction to operations, including a well-managed handover 

of engineering data to operations to ensure asset maintenance

*  a pre-integrated platform that will reduce your total cost of ownership (TCO) 

*  pre-integrated solutions to speed up implementation

*  ‘throat to choke’ design and governance

1.5 Our Products & Services

1.5.1 ICT Platform Design (Mine-In-a-Box™)

ATI’s experience in mining operations planning and technology integration can help make 

your transition smoother in everything from bankable feasibility to operations handover.

Turnkey solutions like the fully configurable Mine-In-A-Box™ dramatically reduces costs, 

risks and saves time. Our close ties with technology manufacturers, research groups and 

EPCs will deliver the value and innovation you need early and often.

We don’t start with a blank whiteboard but with best-in-class models, architectures, 

methodologies and designs, all of which combines to complete your project faster.

Specifications include;

* operational systems design and implementation

 – grade control

 – geology modeling

 – mine production scheduling

 – drill and blast planning

 – hole logging

 – in-pit fleet management

 – inventory management and reconciliation

 – demand chain planning and logistics scheduling

 – automated heavy-haul train operations

 – fixed plant SCADA

 – laboratory automation & LIMS

 – condition monitoring systems 

 – delay accounting

 – workforce management and rostering

 – meteorological systems

 – fuel management systems

 – operational data history and visualisation

 – ERP;

  > plant maintenance

  > materials management

  > procurement

  > supply chain

* communications and data infrastructure

 – design and equipment selection for processing plant LAN

 – remote operations network 

 – CCTV infrastructure 

 – industrial wireless mesh 

 – fire protection equipment 

 – construction camp entertainment systems

 – backhaul network design (fibre or microwave)

 – rail wayside infrastructure 

 – video-conferencing facilities 

 – data centre and comms room 

 – server virtualisation design and SAN storage/backup

 – network security and network management systems

1.5.2 Next Generation Mining/Continuous Miners

Even though the industry is facing automation it doesn’t necessarily rewrite the rulebook 

about how to lower production costs to exploit your ore reserves. ATI is leading the industry 

in technology expertise that can place you at the cutting edge in;

* precision surface mining equipment (eg Wirtgen)

* autonomous road-trains (eg PowerTrans)

* in-pit crushing and conveying (IPCC)

* flexible conveyor systems

If your resource deposit is seam-based we can help you unlock percentage-points 

of recovery rates and reduced fleet CAPEX/OPEX requirements.

1.5.3 Integrated Remote Operations (ROC-In-a-Box™)

As you well know, mining’s about much more than digging dirt. It’s about logistics. With ATI’s 

help and expertise, you can achieve a fully integrated demand chain that predicts and deals 

with bottlenecks and maximises your tonnage to port.

We’ll look at your whole operation instead of dealing with separate operating modules, 

giving you the best ‘solve for the whole’ solution. Our expertise comes from industry leaders 

in remote operations centres and we can deploy integrated demand chains that can be 

controlled and commanded thousands of kilometres away from your office.



For all your integrated remote operations, ROC-In-a-Box™ fast-tracks;

* operating philosophy and standard operating procedures of the demand chain

* organisation design and job role definitions of the demand chain

* ROC building design and technology fitout specifications

* high-performance business intelligence

* project management and change management

1.5.4 Pit to Port Automation

Our experience from strategy development to program implementation and insight into future 

technology roadmaps brings you world-class Pit to Port automation.

More importantly, we understand the purpose of automation – it’s not to remove staff but 

identify and deal with production variability, safety and productivity. When it comes to manned 

versus unmanned site worker issues we’ve been there and found the best possible results.

Our company leaders are on the cutting edge of mine automation technology. We not 

only maintain valuable relationships with OEMs and keep abreast of new technology 

developments, many of our principals are sought after speakers and experts in the field 

at industry conferences.

Our Pit-to-Port Automation services cover;

* tele-operated and autonomous drills

* tele-operated shiploading

* automated blast/charge trucks

* operator-assist excavators

* autonomous truck haulage

* autonomous road-train haulage

* heavy-haul rail automation (ATO)

* remote control marshalling yards shunting

* high precision vehicle tracking and proximity detection

* processing plant SCADA/PLC automation

1.6 Careers

ATI gives our clients access to industry leaders and experts from around Australia and the 

world. We’ve delivered major capital projects for organisations like BHP Billiton, FMG, Rio 

Tinto and Woodside and we’re rapidly moving into Asia, the US and Canada.

<Job openings portal>

1.7 Contact

<Contact portal>

1.8 About ATI

ATI was founded in 2009

1.8.2 Values – How we work

• Practitioner-led

ATI is run by industry practitioners. You won’t be dealing with a salesperson, but an expert 

with international recognition.

• Value-driven interaction

We maintain strong ties across the industry, R&D groups, OEMs and other advisors to deliver 

the absolute latest in technology and methods and smooth the uptake of new systems.

• Vertical expertise

Our experience in related industries like oil & gas and bulk logistics combines with our 

knowledge of fields from automation technology to remote operations and gives us the 

strength to deliver across every aspect of your business.

• Delivery assurance

ATI is about more than just clever ideas. We deliver measurable outcomes. Fixed price or 

similar risk-sharing models also means we deliver what we promise no matter what variables 

you face.

1.8.3 Directors

• Matt Andrews – Managing Director

Matt has 15 years experience in mining, oil and gas with operators like BHP Billiton, Rio 

Tinto, Fortescue Metals and Woodside Petroleum. He specializes in technology strategy 

and architecture and has led technology design teams throughout Australia and Asia. 

• Brian Elloy – Business Development Director

Brian is a technology director of 20 years experience in industries from mining to process 

manufacturing and FMCG, previously occupying VP level roles for US-based Tier 1 

technology suppliers. Brian works with executive teams and operational managers 

to enable change in business technology projects.

• Tim Ashenden – Chief Operating Officer

Tim is a program director who has delivered large-scale technology projects for resources 

companies like BHP Billiton and Woodside Petroleum for 20 years.

1.8.4 Principals

• Michael Waller – WA State Manager

Michael is an internationally recognised program director and large-scale technology 

deployment manager with 15 years experience, 13 of them in the resources sector 

with BHP Billiton

• Martin Boulton – Mining Technology Manager

Martin is an internationally recognised mine/mechanical engineer specialising in innovative 

mining technology. He’s held technology design and implementation roles with Fortescue, 

Hancock Prospecting, Caterpillar and PowerTrans.

• Mark Palladino – Plant SCADA and Rail Technology Manager

Mark is a process control engineer with 21 years mining experience across mining, rail and 

port operations. He’s held operational roles with BHP Billiton for many years in SCADA/PLC 

and MES technology areas.



• Chris Innie – Communications Technology Manager

Chris is amongst Australia’s leading experts on industrial communications technologies like 

wireless mesh, fibre/microwave backhaul, PlantLAN design, CCTV deployments and remote 

operations network design. He’s worked extensively with Rio Tinto and a range of engineering 

groups and communications technology providers.

• Mike Lomman – Remote Operations and Demand Chain Manager

Mike has 13 years of mining experience at Rio Tinto, Port Waratah and Hancock on 

greenfield and brownfield expansion projects and an expert understanding of demand 

chain optimisation, remote operations centres and business intelligence.

• Jon Peck – Mining Fleet Automation Specialist

Jon is an internationally recognised expert in mine automation who lectures on the topic 

at ECU. He’s held VP-level roles with mining OEMs and is currently involved in many of the 

world’s most innovative mining technology projects. Jon’s worked with almost all global 

mining names including Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, Barrick, Newcrest, Newmont and Hancock.

• Peter Swensson – QLD Principal Consultant

Peter is a project/program manager with 17 years experience in technology and business 

change projects. His mining experience was with Hancock, BMA and Queensland Rail 

following a military career. n 
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